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DOI: 10.1039/c2ee23187eA validated multi-physics numerical model that accounts for charge and species conservation, fluid
flow, and electrochemical processes has been used to analyze the performance of solar-driven
photoelectrochemical water-splitting systems. The modeling has provided an in-depth analysis of
conceptual designs, proof-of-concepts, feasibility investigations, and quantification of performance.
The modeling has led to the formulation of design guidelines at the system and component levels, and
has identified quantifiable gaps that warrant further research effort at the component level. The two
characteristic generic types of photoelectrochemical systems that were analyzed utilized: (i) side-by-side
photoelectrodes and (ii) back-to-back photoelectrodes. In these designs, small electrode dimensions
(mm to cm range) and large electrolyte heights were required to produce small overall resistive losses in
the system. Additionally, thick, non-permeable separators were required to achieve acceptably low
rates of product crossover.1. Introduction
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Broader context
Solar energy is the most abundant energy source, but it is distr
conversion to a fuel (e.g. hydrogen, methanol, carbohydrates, etc.).
is photosynthesis. Artificial photosynthetic devices use light-captur
that generate hydrogen or hydrocarbons from protons and carbon d
reactions. Although much effort has been devoted to the developm
electrolysis, relatively little attention has been paid to the electro
because the material combinations that provide optimal performan
operational conditions of the system itself. The work described herei
model to analyze solar-driven photoelectrochemical devices. From t
account for the various performance tradeoffs such that practical ar
modeling has identified quantifiable gaps that warrant further resea
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012an electrolyte, to generate oxygen and hydrogen via the elec-
trolysis of water, is a promising route for the direct production of
fuels from sunlight:
4H+ + 4e/ 2H2 (1)
2H2O/ O2 + 4H
+ + 4e (2)
In this work we distinguish between designs of components
and designs of a full system. The latter includes the form factors
and geometries of the various constituents including the photo-
active materials, catalysts, and separators needed to isolate the
product gases persistently and suppress chemical product
recombination, as well as pressure management control systemsibuted and intermittent, thereby necessitating its storage via
A viable low-temperature route for the production of solar fuels
ing semiconductors attached to electrodes covered by catalysts
ioxide, and produce oxygen from water through electrochemical
ent of suitable robust and scalable materials for solar-driven
chemical system-engineering design aspects. These are crucial
ce in such a system depend significantly on the architecture and
n introduces a validated computational multi-physics numerical
he analysis, design criteria and guidelines can be established that
tificial photosynthetic solar-fuel generators can be realized. The
rch at the component level.
Energy Environ. Sci.
Fig. 1 Schematics of the two basic designs studied (not to scale), where the
modeled unit cell is denoted by the red box. (a) Design A consists of PV
devices (violet) with ohmic electrical contacts at the bottom (dark grey),
coveredwithTCO(blue)and catalyst layers (orange andgreen for theanode
and cathode sides, respectively), separated by perpendicularly oriented
separators (grey), and immersed in an electrolyte (light blue). (b) Design B
consists of PV devices covered with TCO and catalyst layers separated with
separators in the plane of the PVs and immersed in an electrolyte.
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View Onlinethat regulate reactant supply, product egress, operating condi-
tions and constraints for the system as a whole, etc.
Significant effort has been devoted to the development of
efficient, robust and scalable materials for the solar-driven elec-
trolysis of water. Photochemical diodes have been proposed,1,2 as
well as bi-component suspensions of photocatalysts either with,
or without, co-catalysts.3 However, one needs to construct a
system from such materials that does not co-evolve stoichio-
metric mixtures of H2 and O2 at the same location.
In addition to the development of individual photoactive
components, photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell designs have been
proposed based on flat plates of single-junction light absorbers
immersed in an electrolyte.4–6 Two-electrode cells based on a
metallic counter electrode and a photoactive semiconducting
electrode, such as SrTiO3 and KTaO3, have been proposed for
the unassisted solar-driven electrolysis process.7,8 Multi-junction
PEC cells have been proposed and in principle can provide
increased photoelectrolysis efficiency through improvements in
the sunlight absorption as well as through enhancements in the
available photovoltage.5,6 Catalyst-coated triple-junction amor-
phous Si photoelectrodes have been shown to electrolyze
water.9,10 Recently, designs based on micro- and nano-structured
components have been investigated where nanoparticles11 or
fibrous structures12 embedded in the electrolyte serve as light
absorbers as well as electrocatalytic reaction sites. These designs
provide larger specific surface area for the electrochemical reac-
tions, relax the turnover frequency requirement of the catalyst,
and enhance the absorption of incident sunlight due to their
volumetric rather than surface absorption behavior. Addi-
tionally, these designs leverage the orthogonalization of the
directions of light absorption and photogenerated minority
charge-carrier collection so that semiconducting materials with
low minority-carrier diffusion lengths can be employed as high-
efficiency solar absorbers.
Separators, such as porous media (e.g. fibrous asbestos or glass
frit), thin capillaries, or polymer membranes,13–15 are expected to
facilitate product extraction and to increase the performance and
safety of the system as a whole. Separators serve to limit the
electrolyte and product crossover, and limit recombination via
dangerous exothermic chemical reactions. Recently, multi-func-
tional membranes have been proposed, allowing for product
separation, ionic conduction, radiation absorption (by the
semiconductor substrates), reactivity, and structural support,
usually based on micro- and/or nano-composite materials.16,17
The design aspects of an entire solar-fuels-generator system
are important because the material combinations that provide
optimal performance depend significantly on the architecture of
the system as a whole. Specifically, the design of such a PEC cell
should minimize losses. Some of the major system design criteria
include: (i) optimization of the potential distribution in the
reactor to minimize the potential losses between the electrodes
including the kinetic overpotential dominated by the sluggish
oxygen-evolution reaction, eqn (2), concentration polarization
effects, and resistances of the solution as well as of any separa-
tors; (ii) separation of the product gases to minimize chemical
recombination/reaction (and consequently reduction in the
product yield) and electrolyte crossover, and thus increase the
system safety by maintaining the partial pressures of the gas
mixtures below the flammability limit (i.e., 4% H2 in oxygen orEnergy Environ. Sci.air);18 and (iii) maximization of absorption of solar photons by
the photoactive electrodes to maximize chemical product yield.
The first two design criteria are common to both solar-driven
electrolyzers and conventional, electrically driven, electrolysis
systems. However, in the absence of solar-concentrating optics,
solar-driven electrolyzers can only operate at a peak current
density of 10 to 30 mA cm2, whereas to minimize cost and size,
the present electrically driven electrolysis systems operate at
current densities of 1 A cm2. These differences potentially
change the acceptable, or optimal, system geometric parameters
and overall system design for photoelectrolysis relative to elec-
trically driven water splitting.
Batch-10,19 or continuous-feed13 PEC reactors have been
proposed, operating at current densities that result in partially to
fully saturated solutions of reaction products. Full saturation
allows for relatively simple product separation but has the
disadvantage of issues arising from phase interfaces due to the
multi-phase nature of the system (e.g. radiation scattering and/or
reaction site blocking by bubbles).
Modeling efforts of PEC cells are limited, but knowledge
gained by multi-scale computational investigations of related
technologies such as polymer-electrolyte fuel cells can support
the development of PEC models. Extensive reviews of fuel-cell
modeling activities and progress have been published,20,21 and
recent efforts have focused on direct coupling to atomistic-scale
models.22 For PEC devices, lumped-circuit models of a photocell
in series with a current-dependent electrochemical load have
been introduced by Rocheleau and Miller,23 in which the elec-
trochemical load accounted for resistive losses in the electrolyte
as well as kinetics-related overpotentials described by the Butler–
Volmer relationships. A multidimensional model was introduced
by Carver et al.13 and applied to a two-chamber flat-plate reactor,
accounting for detailed electrochemical reactions and losses.
In this work, two basic solar-fuel-generator system designs,
schematically shown in Fig. 1, were investigated by the use of
numerical modeling. These designs were selected because theyThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Onlineencompass a vast majority of designs that have been proposed to
date.4,6,9–11,14,15,24–30
Design A consists of two light absorbers assembled side-by-
side, each immersed in an electrolyte-filled channel separated
from each other and electrically connected via an ohmic contact
across the bottom. The separators were either (i) impermeable,
ion-conducting polymeric membranes (e.g. Nafion) or (ii)
permeable porous structures (e.g. fibrous asbestos, glass frit,
microporous membrane). The former minimize convective
crossover, while the latter do not inhibit product crossover but
are perhaps less expensive and provided less resistive ionic
pathways. The two light absorbers were both either planar
photoelectrodes or photovoltaic (PV) devices that consisted of
the same semiconductor material(s) as the photoelectrodes. In a
variant of Design A, a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer
was introduced onto the top of the PV device to provide lateral
electron conduction and protection against corrosion. In this
instance, the top of the PV–TCO assembly was covered by
electrocatalysts that facilitated the hydrogen- (cathode side) and
oxygen- (anode side) evolution reactions.
Design B consists of at least one planar PV device (which also
acted as a separator) covered by electrocatalysts at the electrolyte
interface. This device was also modeled with and without a TCO
layer at the interface between the light absorber and electro-
catalysts. The PV–TCO–catalyst assembly was surrounded by a
separator. Variations of Design B that were modeled include
porous or perforated PV–TCO–catalyst assemblies that repre-
sented PEC device designs based on micro- or nano-structured
light absorbers and reaction sites. In a further step, the pores and
perforations were filled with a non-permeable, ion-conducting
membrane, to represent, in a simplified form, PEC cells that use
micro- or nano-structured multi-functional components.17 For
all designs, no potential loss was assumed in the conductive
connection for electron transport between the two electrodes.
The modeling focused primarily on the transport-related losses
in the PEC devices, specifically on the potential losses due to ion
and electron transport, as well as on the product yield losses due
to species and electrolyte crossover and recombination. Both
these types of losses reduce the effective conversion of the
incoming photons to harvestable fuel, and typically result in
opposing trends in terms of design criteria.
Herein, a validated multiphysics model is presented in terms of
its mathematical formulation including governing equations,
boundary conditions, and properties. An operational window for
the potential and yield losses is then presented. The model is then
used to (i) understand the impact of kinetics and TCO on the
design behavior, (ii) quantify and compare potential losses, and
(iii) calculate and compare convective and/or diffusive crossover,
for both Design A and Design B and their variants, as described
above.2. Theoretical
2.1. Governing equations
Fig. 1 presents the 2-D computational domains of the two types
of designs that were investigated. The steady-state governing
conservation and transport equations for both neutral and
charged species were given by Nernst–Planck,31This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 20120 ¼ V$Ni + Rr,l (3)
and
Ni ¼ ziui,eFciVFl  Di,eVci + uci (4)
whereNi is the molar flux vector, Ri is the reaction source term, u
is the superficial liquid velocity vector, zi and ci are the valence
and concentration of species i, respectively, F is Faraday’s
constant, and ui,e and Di,e are the effective mobility and diffu-
sivity of species i, respectively, and Fl is the potential of the liquid
phase. The values of ui,e and Di,e are related by the Nernst–
Einstein relationship for charged species,31
ui;e ¼ Di;e
RT
: (5)
The term ‘‘effective’’ refers to non-bulk properties accounting
for multi-phase media such as separators or porous elec-
trodes.32,33 The use of eqn (4) assumes dilute-solution theory, in
which the interactions among the solutes are not rigorously
considered.31,34 However, this level of approximation is sufficient
for the concentrations of the various species evaluated in this
work. Eqn (4) is general for the ionic species of concern (i.e. H+
and OH and their counterions) and simplifies to the convec-
tion–diffusion equation for the dissolved neutral species (i.e. H2
and O2) where zi ¼ 0. The velocity term accounts for fluxes
resulting from convective flow due to a pressure gradient, which
were determined by solving the mass and momentum (laminar
flow) conservation equations,35
V$u ¼ 0 (6)
r
3
u$V
u
3
¼ Vpþ m
3
Du m
K
u (7)
where r is the density, 3 is the porosity, p is the pressure, m is the
viscosity, and K is the permeability. The last term on the right
side of the momentum conservation equation, eqn (7), is the
Darcy extension and accounts for viscous resistances due to the
presence of porous media, and tends to zero for a continuous
fluid phase for which K is large.
The transport of charge and subsequent calculation of the
potential losses were determined by the definition of the current
density,
il ¼ F
X
i
ziNi (8)
where the subscript l (liquid) denotes the ion-conducting phase,
and by the use of electroneutrality,31
X
i
zici ¼ 0 (9)
Eqn (8) results in Ohm’s law,
il ¼ F
2
RT
VFl
X
i
zi
2Di;eci ¼ kl;eVFl; (10)
if the current losses due to concentration gradients are neglected.
In eqn (10), kl,e is the effective solution or electrolyte conduc-
tivity, which is expected to be constant for a well stirred or
continuously flushed reactor. Similarly, Ohm’s law governs theEnergy Environ. Sci.
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View Onlinetransport of charge in the solid, electron-conducting phase
(e.g. TCO),
is ¼ ss,eVFs (11)
where the subscript s (solid) denotes the electron-conducting
phase. For conservation of charge, one obtains31
V$is ¼ V$i1 ¼ A0iR (12)
where iR is the reaction or transfer current between the ionic and
electronic phases, and A0 is the specific surface area. The transfer
current depends on the electrochemical reaction kinetics, which
were expressed by the use of Butler–Volmer expressions for the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER), eqn (2), and the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER), eqn (1),36
iR;OER=HER ¼ i0;OER=HER

cred
cred;0
gred
exp

aa;OER=HERFhop
RT



cox
cox0
gox
exp
ac;OER=HERFhop
RT

; (13)
where i0,OER and i0,HER are the OER and HER exchange current
densities, respectively, and aa,i and ac,i are the OER and HER
anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively. The
overpotential is defined as
hop ¼ Fs  Fl  U0 (14)
whereU0 is the equilibrium potential, which is 0 V at the cathode
and 1.23 V at the anode (i.e., a hydrogen reference electrode at
the pH and operating conditions is assumed). The concentration
terms in the kinetic equations are unity for a well-stirred, or
continuously flushed reactor.
Fig. 2 depicts the boundary conditions, and their mathemat-
ical formulations, that were used in the computational modeling
and simulation of the two types of system designs. Because both
of the catalytic layers were assumed to be relatively thin, the
electrochemical reaction was modeled as a surface reaction that
occurred at the electrolyte–TCO/PV interface. Symmetry
boundary conditions for flow, species, and current densities were
used for the vertical walls of both designs. A constant photo-
current density, ipc, was assumed at the electrode boundaries,Fig. 2 Computational domain and boundary conditions of Design A
(a and c) and Design B (b and d) for species and charge conservation
(a and b), and mass and momentum conservation (c and d). Concen-
tration boundary conditions (green, red, blue) which account for oper-
ational condition options (i) to (iii) are described in the text.
Energy Environ. Sci.because the photoactive components are expected to deliver a
uniform flux of holes and electrons. The cathode was set to an
arbitrary potential of 0 V. The electrolyte was assumed to be
saturated with the produced species (hydrogen and oxygen for
the cathode and anode side, respectively); although not shown, a
simple calculation demonstrates that at significantly smaller
applied current densities, the solutions would rapidly saturate
with the gases for all the volumes that were evaluated in this
work. All non-dissolved gas at the electrode is assumed to form
bubbles which are immediately removed from the device; thus,
no influence of a gas phase formation on radiation absorption,
electrical conductivity, overpotential, kinetics, or overall system
performance was included in this analysis.
For analysis of reagent/product crossover, several different
conditions were considered, due to possible different operational
strategies. These boundary conditions were: (i) zero concentra-
tion at the opposite (non-generating) electrode surface (green
line), (ii) zero concentration within the opposite chamber,
meaning zero concentration at the separator interface (red line),
or (iii) saturated concentration within the opposite chamber
(blue line). Option (i) represents a slow-flow reactor at steady
state, where the crossover species diffuse to the electrode surface
and recombine in the presence of the catalyst. Option (ii) repre-
sents a steady-state reactor that is continuously flushed by
‘‘fresh’’ or de-saturated, recycled electrolyte (hydrogen or oxygen
concentrations are zero for the anode or cathode chamber,
respectively). This scenario results in the largest diffusive
crossover. Option (iii) represents a reactor at steady state with
catalysts unsuitable for the recombination reaction, or a
continuously flushed reactor with recycled, saturated electrolyte.
This scenario results in no diffusive crossover.
For analysis of convective effects, a pressure gradient was
applied over the separator to account for pressure differences
between the chambers in the system. The remaining boundaries
were walls, for which a no-slip velocity condition was assumed.
Fig. 2 also indicates the different device dimensions that were
investigated in detail. These values include the separator thick-
ness, tsep, the height of electrolyte, he, and the electrode length, lel,
as well as for Design B, the device length, ld. Table 1 presents the
range of dimensions/parameters that were investigated for the
two designs. The horizontal and vertical directions are denoted
by the variables x and y, respectively, and the out-of-plane
direction is denoted by the variable z.
A commercial finite-element solver, Comsol Multiphysicsª,37
was used to solve the coupled equations with the corresponding
boundary conditions. Quadratic element discretization and
standard solvers were chosen. Mesh convergence and iteration
independence were attained for mesh element numbers of 10 000Table 1 Values of the dimensions of the two designs investigated
Design A Design B
Variable Values (mm) Variable Values (mm)
tsep 0.01, 0.5 tsep 0.01, 0.5
he 1, 5, 10, 50 he 1, 5, 10, 50
lel 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1
to 40 (Dl ¼ 1)
lel 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1
to 40 (Dl ¼ 1)
lel/ld 0.5, 0.9
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Online(small dimensions) up to 7 200 000 (large dimensions). A relative
tolerance of 103 for the corresponding variable was used as
convergence criteria. Details on the mesh and iteration conver-
gence, mesh generation, and solution procedure are given in the
ESI and are depicted in Fig. S3.†2.2. Definitions
2.2.1. Ohmic losses. The ion-transport and resulting poten-
tial losses in the electrolyte determine the position-dependent
potential drop between the anode and cathode (including losses
through the separator). This loss was quantified as an averaged
resistive solution loss
DFR ¼ 1
Aa
ð
Aa
FlðxÞdA 1
Ac
ð
Ac
FlðxÞdA (15)
where DFR is the area-averaged difference of the electrolyte
potential at the same horizontal position away from the sepa-
rator along the anode and the cathode (including losses in the
separator), respectively, and was chosen to represent the actual
solution resistive potential loss for a spatially varying potential
distribution. The maximum solution resistive potential drop
occurs between the centers of each electrode. This limits an actual
photoelectrode because the drawn current at the center is
reduced with increased potential difference due to the diode-
shaped current–potential relationship of the photoelectrode.38
A stringent upper limit for DFR of 100 mV was used at an
applied 20 mA cm2 of photocurrent density. This limit resulted
in a (reasonable) minimal photovoltage requirement of approx-
imately 1.65 V (¼ 1.23 V equilibrium potential, 80 mV
hydrogen-evolution reaction overpotential (Pt-based kinetics),39
220 mV oxygen-evolution reaction overpotential (RuO2-based
kinetics),40–42 and 100 mV electrolyte losses), comparable and
competitive to conventional proton-exchange-membrane or
alkaline electrolyzers. Additionally, this limit led to systems for
which kinetic limitations (at the anode) were dominant, and
hence improvement in the oxygen-evolution catalyst led to a
direct increase in the device performance. Nevertheless, no
additional losses (e.g. due to concentration polarization)43 can be
tolerated in the system if this stringent upper limit for the
potential drop is to be obeyed.
2.2.2. Crossover losses. Species and electrolyte crossover and
recombination determine the fraction of produced fuel that is not
harvested far from the electrodes. This loss was quantified by the
Faradaic yield for hydrogen collection based on the normalized
net reaction current, which accounted for the current lost due to
diffusive and convective crossover of hydrogen from the cathode
to the anode chamber,
h ¼
Ð
Aa=c
iRdA
Ð
Asep
nFNH2dA
Ð
Aa=c
iRdA
(16)
where the normal (reaction) current density, i ¼ i$n^, and the
normal hydrogen molar flux, NH2 ¼ NH2$n^, are interrelated by
Faraday’s law,This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012N ¼ i
nF
: (17)
Crossover can occur either by diffusion through the electrolyte
and/or separator, or by convection. Convective fluxes develop
due to system design and control, as well as due to the natural
pressure gradient that arises from the 2 : 1 H2–O2 stoichiometry
of water electrolysis (see eqn (1) and (2)) if the system is not
actively monitored and stringently controlled. In addition to
impacting the fuel yield, crossover can also result in a safety
hazard, due to the possible generation of a flammable mixture of
hydrogen and oxygen gases. Fig. S1† describes an approximate
mass-balance calculation, detailed in the ESI,† for an open
system at a generation current density of 20 mA cm2. This
calculation helps to determine the hydrogen collection yield
targets as well as the required sweep gas fluxes, Nsweep, that must
be utilized to remain below the 4% H2 in O2 lower flammability
limit. The calculation indicates that hydrogen collection yields of
>0.98, independent of the current density, are required to stay
below the flammability limit with no applied sweep gas. Inter-
estingly, for a 20 mA cm2 photocurrent density, a 20% solar-
to-fuel power-conversion efficiency (¼ ipc$h$U0/100 mW cm2) is
obtained when h ¼ 80%. This scenario maintains the <4% H2 in
O2 limit in the presence of a sweep gas with Nsweep ¼ 0.0047 mol
m2 s1. 20% solar-to-fuel power-conversion efficiency is over an
order of magnitude larger than a natural photosynthetic system
(e.g. crops and algae operate at 1 to 3% solar-to-fuel)44 and up to
four times larger than non-optimized solar fuels generator
prototypes.5,10
The above limits of 100 mV and 98% for DFR and h (in the
absence of sweep gases), respectively, will be used to guide the
discussion of the different design metrics for Designs A and B.2.3. Model parameters
Table 2 presents the various input parameters that were used in
the transport and kinetic equations presented above. State-of-
the-art catalysts and kinetic rates were chosen for the kinetic
parameters. Hence, kinetic values representative of Pt- and
RuO2-covered electrodes were selected for the HER
39 and
OER,40–42 respectively. For the HER, transfer coefficients
between 1 and 2 have been reported;45 a value of ac,HER ¼
aa,HER ¼ 1 was assumed. For OER, aa,HER ¼ 1.7 and ac,HER ¼
0.1 were used, which is consistent with the reported 35 mV per
decade Tafel slope41 as well as an assumed negligible back
reaction at the potential of interest, respectively.
Sulfuric acid was taken as the supporting electrolyte, and the
speciation was limited to account only for the presence of the
HSO4
 anion. The diffusivities in the electrolyte of protons,
anions (HSO4
), hydrogen, and oxygen, respectively, were
assumed to be the diffusivities of these species in water.18
Correspondingly, the conductivity of 1 M sulfuric acid is kl ¼
40 S m1 at ambient temperature. Separators were modeled as
either (i) a non-permeable, ion-conducting polymeric membrane
or (ii) a permeable porous medium. The non-permeable, ion-
conducting separator was based on perfluorosulfonic acid
(PFSA) ionomers such as Nafion, for which the hydrogen and
oxygen diffusivities and the membrane conductivity are known
(see Table 2).46–49Energy Environ. Sci.
Table 2 Baseline parameters used in the simulations for both designs.
See text for references
Kinetics HER exchange current
density, i0,HER
103 A cm2
HER anodic transfer
coefficient, aa,HER
1
HER cathodic transfer
coefficient, ac,HER
1
OER exchange current
density, i0,OER
108 A cm2
OER anodic transfer
coefficient, aa,OER
1.7
OER cathodic transfer
coefficient, ac,OER
0.1
Electrolyte/solution Initial proton
concentration, cH+,ini
1 M (pH ¼ 0)
Diffusivity H2, DH2 5.11  105 cm2 s1
Diffusivity O2, DO2 2.42  105 cm2 s1
Diffusivity H+, DH+ 9.31  105 cm2 s1
Diffusivity HSO4
,
DHSO4
1.38  105 cm2 s1
Membrane Diffusivity H2, Dm,H2 1.3  105 cm2 s1
Diffusivity O2, Dm,O2 6.1  106 cm2 s1
Diffusivity H+, Dm,H+ 2.4  105 cm2 s1
Diffusivity HSO4
,
Dm,HSO4
3.5  106 cm2 s1
Conductivity, km 10 S m
1
Porous medium Characteristic pore
diameter, d
10 mm
TCO Thickness, tTCO 10 mm
Sheet resistance, Rs 10 U,
1
Operating conditions Temperature, T 298 K
Photocurrent
density, ipc
20 mA cm2
Saturation concentration
H2, cH2,sat
0.78 mol m3
Saturation concentration
O2, cO2,sat
1.23 mol m3
Fig. 3 Average ohmic potential drop as a function of electrode length
for different electrolyte heights in Design A (a and b) and Design B (c and
d) with TCO (solid lines) and without TCO (dotted lines). For Design A,
tsep was varied: 10 mm (a) and 500 mm (b) whereas for Design B, tsep ¼
10 mm, but lel/ld ¼ 0.5 (c) and lel/ld ¼ 0.9 (d).
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View OnlineFor separators that consisted of a permeable porous medium
(e.g. fibrous asbestos, glass frit), effective values for the diffu-
sivity, Di,e, and conductivity, ki,e, were calculated through the
Bruggeman relationship,33,50
kl,e ¼ kl$31.5 (18)
Permeable porous structures, in contrast to non-permeable
separators, allow for convective flow and, therefore, require that
the permeability be defined. A semi-empirical permeability model
was used in this study, in which the permeability, K, was derived
for a packed bed of spherical particles with a narrow particle-size
distribution in a random, isotropic configuration, and is given by51
K ¼ 3
5:5d2
5:6
(19)
The characteristic pore dimension, d, in the micro-structured
permeable porous separators was chosen to be 10 mm. Simula-
tions were also conducted with different semi-empirical perme-
ability and conductivity models that have been derived for
permeable porous separators consisting of ordered, fibrous-like
structures (see the ESI†). The permeability and conductivity as a
function of separator porosity are shown in Fig. S2.†
The applied photocurrent density, ipc, was assumed to be
constant at 20 mA cm2. This value is theoretically deliverable by
semiconductor materials that absorb much of the visible/near-Energy Environ. Sci.infra-red region of the solar spectrum under Air Mass 1.5
conditions at a light intensity of 100 mW cm2.
Typical TCO materials, such as indium tin oxides (ITO),
fluorine-doped tin oxides (FTO) and aluminium-doped zinc
oxides (AZO), have reported sheet resistances in the range of
Rs ¼ 1/(tTCOsTCO) ¼ 10 U ,1;52 this value was used in the
simulations. To reduce the meshing expense, a transparent 10 mm
thick TCO layer was used in the model. Thinner layers are often
incorporated in physical devices to provide sufficient trans-
parency to sunlight, but the use of thinner TCO layers did not
affect the modeling results.
A uniform ambient temperature of 25 C was assumed. The
saturation concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the elec-
trolyte were taken to be their saturation concentrations in water.3. Results
The computational model was validated, in terms of ohmic los-
ses, by the use of an embedded electrode (ESI and Fig. S4†). As
described below, the validated computational model was then
used to evaluate the impacts of changes in various system
parameters. First the variations in the rates of the electrode
kinetic processes and/or in the conductivity of the TCO, on the
behavior of the overall system, are examined. The potential
losses in the system are subsequently presented for Designs A and
B, in conjunction with a comparison of the overall cell perfor-
mance of the two designs. The hydrogen collection yields of two
designs are then presented and discussed. For each design, the
diffusive and diffusive–convective components of the reagentThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Onlinecrossover process have also been analyzed for two distinct types
of separators (impermeable vs. permeable).Fig. 5 Average (lines) and variation along the electrode (bands around
lines) for the total device overpotential (DFs), ohmic losses (DFR),
potential losses over separator only (DFR,sep), and anode/cathode reac-
tion overpotentials (hop,a/c) with TCO (a) and without TCO (b) as a
function of lel, for Design A at he ¼ 1 mm and tsep ¼ 10 mm.3.1. TCO and kinetics
Fig. 3 depicts the average resistive losses, expressed as the
average ohmic potential drop in the system, eqn (15), for Designs
A and B, with non-permeable, ion-conducting separators, as a
function of the dimensions of the components of the system (see
Table 1). Fig. 3 additionally presents the modeling results of such
systems that also contained a TCO film on the surfaces of both
semiconductor electrodes.
The TCO significantly reduced the ohmic losses because the
electrons produced by the PV were redistributed laterally along
the surfaces of the photoelectrodes. For example, Fig. 4 depicts
the current distribution at the cathode catalyst layer in a specific
subset of Design A systems. The TCO clearly redistributed the
current closer to the separator interface, and thus closer to the
other electrode, thereby minimizing the ionic-current path-
length. This behavior was more significant for larger lel and
smaller he.
The presence of the TCO did not affect the overall hydrogen
collection yield, because although the current distribution was
altered, the integrated current was not affected. A consequence
of the current redistribution was that the regions of catalyst that
are located closer to the separator experienced orders of
magnitude larger current densities than ipc. For example,
increasing lel above 5 mm for he ¼ 1 mm led to larger current
densities (i > ipc), and thus enhanced catalyst loads, within 20%
of the electrode length at each end nearest to the separator
(Fig. 4). When lel ¼ 40 mm, this fraction was reduced even
further, with 10% of the electrode length at each end carrying
most of the current in the system (Fig. 4).
For specific implementations of Design A, Fig. 5 depicts a
breakdown of the various types of potential losses that
contribute to the total overpotential, DFs, needed to drive the
water-splitting reactions. These losses consisted of ohmic lossesFig. 4 Current density distribution along the catalyst layer of the
cathode for Design A (separator starts at x/lel/2 ¼ 0.5) with TCO, he ¼
1 mm, tsep ¼ 10 mm, and for cathode lengths 0.01 mm < lel < 40 mm.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012(across both the electrolyte/solution and separator, DFR, or
across the separator only, DFR,sep), as well as losses due to the
reaction overpotential, hop,a/c, at the two electrodes. Wider
electrodes led to larger variations in potential along the electrode
surface. In the presence of a TCO, lateral conduction produced
non-uniform reaction overpotentials at the electrodes, in
contrast to the non-TCO case, which produced constant reaction
overpotentials along the surface of each photoelectrode.
Fig. 6 presents the solution ohmic losses as a function of the
scale factor, R, for Design A, at selected geometric dimensions
for the system components. The value of R represents a surface
roughness and/or equivalently represents an increase in the
exchange current density (i*0a/c ¼ i0a/c$R). The solution ohmic
losses decreased in two distinct steps, with each step corre-
sponding to the value of R at which the overpotentials for the
HER and OER, respectively, become negligibly small compared
to the other resistance losses in the specific system of interest.
Two asymptotic regions were observed, for R < 1 and R > 1010.
For slow kinetics (i.e. R < 1), the reaction could not sustain
the specified interfacial electron-transfer rate, so the charge
redistributed away from the membrane. In this situation, the
overall system performance benefits of including the TCO were
minimal. For rapid kinetics (i.e. R > 1010), the limitingFig. 6 Average, minimal and maximal potential drop in the solution for
varying scale factor, R, i.e. reactions’ exchange current densities, at Rs ¼
10 U,1 (a), and for varying TCO sheet resistance, Rs, at R ¼ 1012 (b),
both for Design A, tsep ¼ 10 mm, he ¼ 1 mm, and lel ¼ 5 mm. The black
arrow in panel (a) depicts the reference case for the state-of-the-art
catalysts and TCO resistance. The red arrows show the same R-Rs-
conditions for the two different figures.
Energy Environ. Sci.
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View Onlinefactors were electron delivery to the catalysts near the separator
due to insufficient conductivity of the TCO. Fig. 6 illustrates
the tradeoff between the sheet resistance of the TCO and the
potential drop in the electrolyte, for rapid kinetics. Generally,
the variation in potential drop in the system (max. to min.)
became smaller for non-limiting reaction rates (large R)
in conjunction with non-limiting TCO conduction values
(small Rs).Fig. 8 Average ohmic potential drop in the solution for Design B with a
TCO with (a) lel/ld ¼ 0.5 and (b) lel/ld ¼ 0.9 as a function of the electrode
length, lel, for various electrolyte heights, he, and for tsep ¼ 10 mm (solid
line) and tsep ¼ 500 mm (dotted line).3.2. Solution ohmic losses
The ohmic losses were evaluated for systems that included a TCO
layer and electrode kinetics that were characteristic of the most
active catalysts reported to date for the HER and OER (Table 2).
Fig. S5† depicts the cathode potential distribution for Designs A
and B using optimal values of these adjustable parameters. The
current distribution (the current lines are roughly perpendicular
to the potential lines) was non-uniform, with higher current
being sustained closer to the separator (e.g., see Fig. 4). This
behavior occurred because the solution ohmic losses were
dominant, and the TCO produced a non-uniform current
distribution at the electrode.
To examine the geometric design space, the electrode length
and electrolyte height (Fig. 2) were varied, for two different
membrane thicknesses. Fig. 7 and 8 display the solution ohmic
losses that were calculated between the electrodes for Designs A
and B, respectively, as a function of the height of the electrolyte.
The value of DFR increased significantly with increases in lel,
reflecting the longer average path-length that the ions must travel
even though the reaction distribution was non-uniform due to
the TCO layer. Increases in he led to a decrease in DFR, with an
observed asymptotic behavior, e.g. when lel/he < 1.5 for tsep ¼
10 mm in Design A. This asymptote arose due to the presence of
additional conduction pathways in the electrolyte as the elec-
trolyte height increased.
Generally, thicker membranes led to larger DFR losses, due to
the smaller conductivity in the membrane relative to the
conductivity of the electrolyte. This increased ohmic drop was
more pronounced for larger lel, smaller he, and, for Design B, for
larger lel/ld. Thus, ohmic losses are minimized by the use of a thin
membrane with a large electrolyte chamber.
Fig. 9 presents the influence of varying the separator
conductivity, for various design dimensions, for Designs A and
B, respectively. The separator conductivity can be changed byFig. 7 Average (solid lines) and maximum (dotted lines) ohmic potential
drop in the solution for Design A with a TCO as a function of electrode
length, lel, for different electrolyte heights, he, and for tsep¼ 10 mm (a) and
500 mm (b).
Energy Environ. Sci.adding more, or different, ionically conductive liquid into the
polymer membrane; by changing the morphology of the
mechanical and the ion-conducting phase of the polymer
membrane; or by using permeable, porous media. All of these
approaches can produce ohmic losses <100 mV for membranes
having conductivities as low as 102 S m1.
Fig. 10 presents a comparison, at a constant separator
conductivity (10 S m1), of the cell polarization differences
between Designs A and B, as a function of the dimensions of the
components in the devices. Design A outperformed Design B,
especially, for larger lel/ld, which is the condition most desired in
Design B for optimal absorption of sunlight (in the absence of
sunlight concentration or optical scatterers). However, for the
same electrode length and for the same water splitting current,
Design A required twice the area as Design B, because the elec-
trically connected photoanode and photocathode are side-by-
side, and not on top of each other. The polarization curves also
indicated that concentrated solar irradiation (i.e. resulting in a
larger overall current density) will lead to a nearly linear increase
in the required potential and, correspondingly, will require even
smaller device dimensions to achieve acceptable system potential
drops (i.e. <100 mV).3.3. Crossover of products
The crossover of fuel and of O2/reactant/electrolyte is driven by
diffusion and convection. Impermeable separators (e.g. Nafion)Fig. 9 Average ohmic potential drop of (a) Design A for he ¼ 1 mm and
lel¼ 1 mm (black), he¼ 1 mm and lel¼ 10 mm (red), he¼ 10 mm and lel¼
1 mm (green), he ¼ 10 mm and lel ¼ 10 mm (blue); and (b) Design B for
he ¼ 1 mm and lel ¼ 1 mm, as a function of separator’s effective
conductivity for tsep ¼ 10 mm (thin lines) and tsep ¼ 500 mm (thick lines).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Fig. 10 Overall cell polarization curves – average cell potential vs.
photocurrent density – for Design A (black) and Design B (red) at lel/ld ¼
0.5 (solid red) and lel/ld ¼ 0.9 (dotted red) for various electrode lengths
and electrolyte heights, for (a) tsep ¼ 10 mm and (b) tsep ¼ 500 mm. The
black arrows depict the reference position at ipc ¼ 20 mA cm2 (¼ 200 A
m2). The curves for lel ¼ 1 mm and he ¼ 1 mm, and lel ¼ 1 mm and he ¼
10 mm overlap.
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View Onlineprevent convective crossover even at relatively large pressure
differentials (e.g. Nafion’s permeability is approximately 1.8 
1018 m2), while permeable separators (e.g. porous materials) do
not significantly impede crossover. Nevertheless, porous mate-
rials can provide economic benefits, reduce the system
complexity and assembly, and allow high ionic conductivity.
Systems that utilize impermeable separators, for which the
crossover is solely due to diffusion, are discussed first, and the
situation for permeable separators, for which both diffusion and
convection play a role in crossover, is then evaluated.Fig. 11 Hydrogen collection yield, due to diffusion, of Design A (a and
b) andDesign B (c and d), for boundary condition option (i): the opposite
electrode surface is at zero concentration (a and c) and option (ii): the
opposite chamber is at zero concentration (b and d), for various
component dimensions.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 20123.3.1. Diffusive crossover. Three boundary conditions were
introduced. Each chamber was saturated with the produced
species (i.e. hydrogen at the cathode and oxygen at the anode)
and (i) the opposite electrode surface was at zero concentration
(e.g. no hydrogen at the anode surface); (ii) the opposite
chamber was at zero concentration (e.g. no hydrogen in the
anode chamber); or (iii) the opposite chamber was at saturation
concentration (e.g. 0.78 mM hydrogen in the anode electro-
lyte). Fig. 11 depicts the hydrogen collection yield, defined by
eqn (16), for both designs, with boundary conditions (i) and
(ii), for various component dimensions of both Design A and
Design B.
For condition (iii), the diffusive crossover was mitigated, due
to the lack of a concentration gradient. In this situation,
hydrogen collection yields of 1 were thus achieved for both
designs, for all component dimensions. Nevertheless, in condi-
tion (iii) the amount of hydrogen needed to saturate the total
electrolyte volume is effectively lost because it must be re-sepa-
rated before it can be utilized as a fuel.
The diffusive fluxes through the separator were non-uniform,
and for condition (i), the fluxes exponentially decreased with the
y-coordinate (Design A) or x-coordinate (Design B). Increasing
he in Design A did not significantly change the hydrogen
collection yield. The total diffusive fluxes converged to a constant
value with increasing lel because above a certain electrode length,
the diffusive layer was fully developed.
For condition (ii), the diffusive fluxes through the separator
were independent of the position along the photoelectrode.
Reduced hydrogen collection yields were observed with
increasing he for Design A, and with decreasing lel/ld for Design
B, because in both cases the separator area was increasing. The
hydrogen collection yields in Design B were independent of
the electrode length, because the increased was compensated by
the increase in the total current. Generally, thicker membranes
increased the hydrogen collection yield, due to decreased species
diffusivities in the separator.
Condition (ii) led to the lowest hydrogen collection yields, due
to the production of the largest concentration gradients over the
membrane. A steady-state slow-flow reactor is therefore expected
to show higher efficiencies than a continuously flushed (high-
flow) reactor, unless the reactor is flushed with crossover-
product-saturated electrolyte and a catalyst that is inactive
towards recombination is used.
3.3.2. Diffusive and convective crossover. Fig. 12 depicts the
hydrogen collection yield as a function of the separator porosity
and, consequently, as a function of the separator permeability
(eqn (19)), for Designs A and B. The dimensions of various
components were varied, but the pressure differential was fixed
to be 10 mbar across the separator. For separator porosities
larger than 0.12, corresponding to permeabilities larger than
1.5  1016 m2, convection-driven processes clearly dominated
the crossover flux. The velocity (or mass flow) along the sepa-
rator was nearly constant for the porosities of interest. Smaller
he/lel in Design A and larger lel/ld in Design B led to smaller
velocities. Hence, in such situations, larger porosities could be
used to obtain the same hydrogen collection yield. Design B’s
system response was independent of the absolute values of he and
lel, for the porosities investigated.Energy Environ. Sci.
Fig. 12 (a and c) Current efficiency at Dp ¼ 10 mbar as a function of
separator porosity at tsep ¼ 10 mm (thin lines) and tsep ¼ 500 mm (thick
lines) for various component dimensions in Design A (a), and for he ¼
1 mm and lel ¼ 1 mm in Design B (c). (b and d) Differential pressure at
h¼ 0.8 (black) and 0.98 (blue) as a function of separator porosity at tsep¼
10 mm (thin lines) and tsep ¼ 500 mm (thick lines) for he ¼ 1 mm and lel ¼
1 mm in Design A (b), and Design B (d), where lel/ld¼ 0.5 (solid lines) and
lel/ld ¼ 0.9 (dotted lines).
Fig. 13 Average ohmic potential drop, DFR (solid line), and average
ohmic potential drop minus the average potential drop over the sepa-
rator, DFR DFR,sep (dotted line), as a function of separator porosity for
tsep ¼ 10 mm (thin lines) and tsep ¼ 500 mm (thick lines), for various
dimensions of Design A (a) andDesign B at he¼ 1 mm and lel¼ 1mm (b).
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View OnlineFig. 12 also describes the maximal separator porosities that
were able to withstand various pressure differentials (1 mbar to
10 bar) at h ¼ 0.8 and 0.98, for specific component dimensions,
for both Design A and Design B. The actual pressure differential
that will be produced in the system depends intimately on the
control strategy implemented for the system as a whole. The
hydrogen collection yields changed similarly when the pressure
gradient increased or when tsep decreased, which is in accordance
with Darcy’s law, although the modeling in this work was
explicitly for a two-dimensional flow field.
The utilization of a permeable, porous separator introduced
additional requirements for the separator porosity. Fig. 13
depicts the separator porosity-dependence (i.e., conductivity-
dependence, see eqn (18)) on the ohmic losses in a system with a
permeable, porous separator, for Designs A and B. The figure
also indicates the importance of the potential losses across the
separator relative to the total ohmic losses (dotted lines, repre-
senting DFR DFR,sep). In accord with the analysis of the system
performance for impermeable, ion-conducting separators
(Section 3.2 and 3.3.1), the ohmic drop was minimal when the
crossover was significant. Ohmic losses became smaller in Design
A either when the cell height was increased or when the electrode
length or separator thickness was decreased. For Design B,
ohmic losses became smaller either when lel/ld or when the
separator thickness was decreased. At low porosities, the sepa-
rator conductivity dominated the ohmic losses in the system,Energy Environ. Sci.however, the separator conductivity increased exponentially at
larger porosities, until the conductivity of the separator became a
negligible contributor to the overall system ohmic loss. For
example, for Design A with tsep ¼ 500 mm, he ¼ 1 mm, and lel ¼
10 mm, the resistance through the separator contributed 50% to
the total ohmic losses at 3sep ¼ 0.37. As shown in the ESI (see
Fig. S7†), the porous separator’s microstructure also was
important, although the observed macroscopic performance
trends were not dependent on this property. Nevertheless, the
microstructure–property relationships (conductivity, perme-
ability, etc.) are not well understood and, therefore, more accu-
rate methodologies for the determination of properties based on
the exact microstructure, e.g. by means of computed tomog-
raphy,33,53,54 are crucial for setting specific design criteria for the
separator.4. Discussion
4.1. TCO and kinetics
For a given current density, the TCO film attenuated the total
overpotential required in the system, by linearizing the direct
relationship between the electrode length and potential drop. The
TCO also reduced the variation in potential drop along the elec-
trode, because the larger solution ohmic losses at the center of the
electrode were compensated by the lower reaction overpotential
at the same electrode location. With the TCO, the area-averaged
solution ohmic losses were closer to the maximum ohmic loss in
the specific system of interest, because a relatively small areal
fraction of the electrode actually operated at i > ipc (Fig. 4). The
variations in DFs along the electrode were due to limitations in
the TCO resistance and/or in the kinetics of the catalysts.
The lateral redistribution of electrons due to the presence of
the TCO was limited by the kinetic parameters associated with
the ability of the catalyst to pass large currents at low over-
potentials. This behavior determines whether the catalysts are
able to function efficiently with a rapid turnover rate (i.e. at low
overpotentials), or if the electrons are redistributed back from
the separator interface (i.e. the current density becomes more
uniform) because the catalysts cannot keep up with the delivered
electrons.
For larger electrodes, deposition of a catalyst nearer to the
macroscopic electrode/separator interface is crucial for achievingThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Table 3 Electrode lengths, lel, required to operate in the specified h and
DFR windows for specified electrolyte heights, he, and a non-permeable
separator of thickness, tsep, for Design A with TCO operating under
species boundary condition option (ii). Red, italic table entries denote
designs for which the hydrogen collection yield operational specification
can only be achieved with potential drops larger than that specified by the
operational target (i.e. <100 mV)
he (mm) 1 5 10 50
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View Onlineoptimal system performance, because the catalyst that is located
further from the interface passes less charge in the system. In fact,
if the catalyst layer were confined to the outer 40% of the elec-
trode surface (20% at each end), <1% of the current would need
to be redistributed, when lel > 10 mm. Such an approach may be
particularly advantageous for systems that utilize catalysts that
exhibit large absorption or reflection coefficients in the visible
region of the solar spectrum.
tsep ¼ 10 mm
h > 0.80 lel (mm) > 0.97 4.86 9.73 48.6
h > 0.98 lel (mm) > 9.73
DFR,max < 100 mV lel (mm) < 10.9 21.6 27.5 33.1
DFR,mean < 100 mV lel (mm) < 13.6 26.4 33.6 42.9
tsep ¼ 500 mm
h > 0.80 lel (mm) > 0.02 0.10 0.19 0.97
h > 0.98 lel (mm) > 0.19 0.97 1.95 9.73
DFR,max < 100 mV lel (mm) < 7.82 18.6 24.4 29.7
DFR,mean < 100 mV lel (mm) < 9.04 21.8 29.0 37.24.2. Ohmic potential drop in the electrolyte
For both designs, an increase in the height of the electrolyte is
beneficial in terms of solution ohmic drop. This benefit shows an
asymptotic limit above which no further reduction in the ohmic
drop is achieved even with increased he. The thinner the
membrane, the larger the lel/he ratio that is required to reach this
asymptotic condition. Obviously, the larger electrolyte reservoirs
may deleteriously affect the overall desirability of such designs in
actual operating systems.
For Design B, decreases in lel/ld produced exponential reduc-
tions in the solution ohmic drop. An asymptotic limit was present
below which no further reduction in ohmic losses was observed
even at lower lel/ld. However, such decreases resulted in smaller
fractions of the system area being active for absorption of light,
which is not desirable for an actual PEC device unless the solar
radiation is concentrated. Even so, concentrated radiation would
lead to larger current densities, which would result in the need for
even smaller device dimensions to be able to sustain the required
ohmic losses (<100 mV).Table 4 Separator conductivity required to stay below 100 mV potential
losses for specified electrolyte heights, electrode lengths, and separator
thicknesses of Design A, and corresponding hydrogen collection yield
operating under species boundary condition option (ii)
he (mm) 1 1 10 10
lel (mm) 1 10 1 10
tsep ¼ 10 mm
DFR < 100 mV kl,e (S m
1) > 0.011 0.304 0.002 0.016
h 0.81 0.98 0 0.81
tsep ¼ 500 mm
DFR < 100 mV kl,e (S m
1) > 0.545 14.3 0.091 0.832
h 1 1 0.96 14.3. Effects of the separator porosity
An impermeable, ion-conducting separator effectively blocks
convective flow, but reduces the ionic conductivity and increases
the complexity and expense of the separator component of the
system. Porous media are expected to relax some of the
constraints associated with the use of impermeable, ion-con-
ducting separators. Nevertheless, without modeling and simu-
lation, it is not clear whether such a system can function
efficiently, and what transport characteristics are required from
the separator. The electrolyte in the void phase of the porous
structure acts as the ion-conducting phase. The transport prop-
erties of the porous separator are crucial for the system perfor-
mance, i.e. increased permeability (or porosity) allows flow
between the anode and cathode sides, increasing species cross-
over and, consequently, decreasing the hydrogen yield. On the
other hand, increased permeability (or porosity) increases sepa-
rator effective conductivity and thus decreases the ohmic losses.
Increases in the separator thickness afford a straightforward
design adaptation to withstand higher pressure differentials.
However, such an approach results in a corresponding increase
in ohmic drop in the system. In fibrous-like materials, convection
dominated H2 crossover rates at low porosities, due to the high
permeability of the separator even at low porosities (see
Fig. S6†). Hence, a working system using permeable separators
requires separators with small porosities or high tortuosity (e.g.
interdigitated random structures). Since low porosities might be
unpractical, thicker separators are also an option that merits
consideration.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 20124.4. Trade-off between solution ohmic losses and crossover
Depending on the design, system components, and operational
conditions, minimizing the solution ohmic losses and maximizing
the hydrogen collection yields involve competing system
requirements in terms of dimensions and component transport
properties. Table 3 summarizes the requirements and trade-offs
for Design A operated under condition (ii) – leading to the most
stringent crossover requirements – using an impermeable, ion-
conducting separator (conductivity 10 S m1). This design did
not enable the required solution ohmic drops and hydrogen
collection yields, for thin separators and large electrolyte and
electrode heights.
Design B was restricted in electrode length only by the ohmic
losses, which were dependent on he and lel/ld. For this design, the
hydrogen collection yields were generally large, and, for the most
stringent operational conditions (condition (ii)), were indepen-
dent of the electrode length. The use of thicker membranes and
larger lel/ld resulted in efficiencies that were above the 98% safety
requirement.
Tables 4 and 5 present the minimal separator conductivities for
various electrode lengths, electrolyte heights, and separator
thicknesses, for Design A, as well as for various lel/ld values for
Design B. Thinner separators allowed for lower minimum
conductivities to achieve a less than 100 mV potential drop, butEnergy Environ. Sci.
Table 5 Separator conductivity required to stay below 100 mV potential
losses for specified separator thickness and electrode length to device
length fractions of Design B, and corresponding crossover efficiency
operating under species boundary condition (ii). Crossover efficiencies
below 98% require additional control mechanisms in the system
lel/ld 0.5 0.9
tsep = 10 mm
DFR < 100 mV kl,e (S m
1) > 0.021 0.020
h 0.9 1
tsep = 500 mm
DFR < 100 mV kl,e (S m
1) > 1.06 9.82
h 1 1
Table 6 Required separator porosity to operate in the specified h or
DFR windows at Dp ¼ 10 mbar for various electrode lengths, electrolyte
heights, and separator thicknesses for Design A with TCO. Red, italic
table entries show designs for which a hydrogen collection yield below
98% can only be achieved with potential drops larger than 100 mV
te (mm) 1 10
tsep ¼ 10 mm, lel ¼ 1 mm
h > 0.80 3sep # 0.16 0.08
h > 0.98 3sep # 0.08 0.02
DFR < 100 mV 3sep $ 0 0
tsep ¼ 10 mm, lel ¼ 10 mm
h > 0.80 3sep # 0.26 0.16
h > 0.98 3sep # 0.16 0.08
DFR < 100 mV 3sep $ 0.04 0
tsep ¼ 500 mm, lel ¼ 1 mm
h > 0.80 3sep # 0.35 0.23
h > 0.98 3sep # 0.22 0.14
DFR < 100 mV 3sep $ 0.06 0
tsep ¼ 500 mm, lel ¼ 10 mm
h > 0.80 3sep # 0.52 0.35
h > 0.98 3sep # 0.22
DFR < 100 mV 3sep $ 0.50 0.08
Table 7 Required separator porosity to operate in the specified h or
DFR windows at Dp ¼ 10 mbar for various electrode-to-device-length
fraction and separator thicknesses for Design B with TCO. Red, italic
table entries show designs for which a hydrogen collection yield of 98%
can only be achieved with potential drops larger than 100 mV
lel/ld 0.5 0.9
tsep ¼ 10 mm
h > 0.80 3sep < 0.188 0.287
h > 0.80 3sep < 0.105 0.183
DFR < 100 mV 3sep > 0 0.029
tsep ¼ 500 mm
h > 0.80 3sep < 0.391 0.590
h > 0.80 3sep < 0.255
DFR < 100 mV 3sep > 0.089 0.392
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View Onlinewere not generally able to meet the requirement on the maximum
allowable crossover flux for operation of the system below the
lower explosive limit of the gas mixture.
In general, for both design criteria to be met, the separator
porosity must be 10 to 20%. Larger porosities resulted inEnergy Environ. Sci.increased crossover, whereas smaller porosities resulted in
increased ohmic losses. Tables 6 and 7 present the porosity
ranges for systems that yielded less than 100 mV ohmic losses and
98% and 80% crossover efficiencies in Design A and Design B,
respectively.4.5. Comparison of Design A and Design B
Design A outperformed Design B in terms of ohmic potential
losses for comparable dimensions and components. Hydrogen
collection yields, on the other hand, were less critical for Design
B than for Design A – especially for small dimensions – allowing
for straightforward minimization of the ohmic losses in Design B
without the need for careful consideration of hydrogen
crossover.
Non-permeable separators with lower proton conductivity
were better tolerated in Design A compared to Design B, for
similar ohmic potential losses. Generally, the properties of the
non-permeable separator were more crucial for Design B than
for Design A, especially at large lel/ld of Design B, which is
desirable for commercial, large scale systems. The influence of
the permeable separator porosity on the ohmic drop and
hydrogen collection yield only depended on lel/ld and separator
thickness but not on the other dimensions (lel and he) of Design
B, while for Design A these dimensions also influenced the
porosity vs. ohmic drop and the hydrogen collection yield
behavior.
The orthogonalization of radiation absorption and the main
ionic transport path – as presented in Design A – allows
decoupling of the absorber area from the area for ion exchange
between the electrodes, unlike in Design B.
Design A allowed independent dimensioning of the two
channel or electrode lengths for compensation of the slower OER
kinetics or for current matching of two different photoelectrode
materials. Nevertheless, for the same electrode length and reac-
tion current, Design A requires twice the surface area to capture
solar light due to the side-by-side vs. back-to-back photo-
electrode alignment.5. Summary and conclusions
A validated multi-physics, multi-phase (solid and liquid phases)
model was developed to couple charge and species transport,
fluid flow, and electrochemical reactions. Two different design
types were evaluated as a function of the dimensions of various
components in each type of system.
Smaller ohmic losses in the full system were achieved by the
use of transparent-conducting-oxide (TCO) layers on top of the
photoactive semiconductor, because these layers allowed for
current redistribution toward the electrode–separator interface,
thereby resulting in shorter ionic-current path lengths. In the
presence of TCO layers, the catalysts nearer to the electrode–
separator interface required higher turnover rates. This effect
was more pronounced for longer electrodes and thinner elec-
trolyte heights, and was less pronounced for slower reaction
kinetics and smaller TCO layer conductivities. Generally, the
potential variations along an electrode were reduced in the
presence of a TCO layer, because the larger ohmic potentialThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Onlinelosses were compensated by lower reaction overpotentials at the
same location.
For both designs, smaller electrode lengths, larger electrolyte
heights, and thinner separators led to reduced ohmic losses. An
asymptotic limit was observed for the device height, above which
no further reduction in potential losses was observed. In addi-
tion, smaller fill fractions in Design B resulted in smaller
potential losses. These approaches may be difficult to implement
in practice, where a bias may lie toward systems that have small
electrolyte volumes as well as large solar-active photoelectrode
areas.
Depending on the dimensions of the design components,
separator conductivities as low as 102 S m1 resulted in an
acceptable ohmic loss in the system. The polarization curves
suggested that Design A outperformed Design B, i.e. the former
design produced a smaller total overpotential at the same current
density.
Diffusive crossover depended on the operational condition of
the system, with the crossover being largest for continuously
flushed reactors, for which the concentration gradient over the
separator was largest. Design A exhibited lower hydrogen
collection yields for smaller electrode lengths and larger he/tsep
ratios. For Design B, the hydrogen collection yield was inde-
pendent of the electrode length, but decreased with the
decreased separator thickness and fill fraction. Enhanced diffu-
sive crossover yields are possible through incorporation of
recombination-inactive catalysts in slow-flow reactors or
through the use of reactors that are flushed with product-satu-
rated electrolyte.
Convective crossover became important when pressure
differentials were present over the separator (also dependent on
the device control strategy) or for highly permeable separators.
The calculations indicate that porosities in the range of 10 to
20%, corresponding to permeabilities of 1017 to 1015 m2,
respectively, afford a compliant system in terms of ohmic losses
as well as crossover efficiencies at a pressure differential of 1 bar.
Stringent pressure control can relax these requirements and
accordingly can increase the hydrogen collection yields. If prac-
tical separator porosities are to be used, thicker separators are
required to minimize product crossover, but thicker separators
result in increased ohmic losses. Controlling the morphology of
the separator, i.e. using packed-bed-like structures instead of
fibrous-like structures, could lead to more practical systems with
large hydrogen collection yields. Nevertheless, further analysis of
the morphology–property relationships of porous separators is
required to understand which, if any, morphologies allow for
advantageous transport properties and, consequently, acceptable
system performance.6. Nomenclature
6.1. Latin symbolsA0This journal is ª TSpecific surface (m1)
A Surface area (m2)c Concentration (mol m3)
D Diffusivity (m2 s1)
F Faraday’s constant (A s mol1)he Royal Society of Chemistry 2012h Height (m)i Current density vectori Current density (A m2)
i0 Exchange current density (A m
2)
k Kozeny constantK Permeability (m2)
l Length (m)n^ Inner unit normal vectorn Number of electronsN Molar flux vectorN Molar flux (mol s1 m2)
p Pressure (Pa)R Roughness factorR Ideal gas constant (J mol1 K1)
Rs Sheet resistance (U,
1)
Rr Reaction source term (mol m
3 s1)
t Thickness (m)T Temperature (K)u Velocity vector (m s1)
u Mobility (mol s kg1)
U0 Equilibrium potential (V)z Valence of species6.2. Greek symbolsa Transfer coefficient3 PorosityDFR Averaged ohmic losses in electrolyte (V)k Ionic conductivity (S m1)
m Viscosity (Pa s)r Density (kg m3)
s Conductivity (S m1)
h Hydrogen collection yieldF Potential (V)6.3. Subscriptsa Anodec Cathoded Devicee Effective, electrolyteel Electrodel Liquidm Membraneop Overpotentialox Oxidationpc PhotocurrentR Reactionred Reductions Solidsat Saturationsep Separatorx CrossoverEnergy Environ. Sci.
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